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Heidegger and Computers
An odd juxtaposition? No philosopher highlights the clash between technology and human values so sharply as Heidegger. Not only
did he make technology central to metaphysics, Heidegger also came to see in it the root
evil of the twentieth century, including the
Nazi German catastrophe, which he described
as “the confrontation of European humanity
with global technology.“ In both his life and
writings Heidegger felt technology to be an
overwhelming force that challenges the reas!"#$%& '()#' & *+& ,"(-#,#*$(.& '*"(.#,/0&12,& 3# &
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see the century’s most powerful technological
revolution: the proliferation of the microcom8!,2"0& 92& (:& *$./& ,32& ;" ,& %.#''2"#$% & *+&
computerization, the mainframe dinosaurs of
the computer age. But because his work spans
the gap between the days before computers
and the increasingly computerized present,
Heidegger can become a springboard for understanding the new situation of the sciences
and the humanities.
The images we have of Heidegger the thinker, both photographic and mythic, place him
in another time, another generation. In posed
photographs, we see him sitting in a hut on
the quiet mountaintop of the Todtnauberg,
surrounded by shelves of books as he bends
intently over a wooden writing table. The sun
pours in the window. Under his pen, the man82

uscripts bristle with marginalia and scrawled
notations of every kind, his pages a palimpsest
heaped with layers of minute revisions. Heidegger the thinker is Heidegger the scholar, and
the scholar searches ancient texts for clues
about the history of Being. He looks for hints
about where our essence, our heart, is today
and whither the pull of the future.
This image of Heidegger feeds on nostalgia.
Even the Heidegger of the photos, seated in
his hut a half century ago, working with pen
on paper, had a keen sense of just how faded
this picture was soon to become, how quickly
this image turns antiquarian. Because he connected being with time, Heidegger knew that
reality changes and with it the task of thinking.
He sensed the pace of change in the twentieth
century, and he seemed to foresee what librarians realize today: “The image of the humanist
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observation by the director of a great college
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surmised: our rapid technological advance
challenges the legacy of human thinking. Who
better than the contemporary librarian knows
the inner trend of today’s scholar? Bid adieu to
the “!%0!<"(M+;'"&5#".<".#<%')&0!".#9'3*)"4zimmer” of Goethe’s Faust. The Schreibstube is
giving way to the computer workstation, and
scholarship requires a cybersage.

Computerized libraries already exist today
:#,3*!,& 8(82"& <**> ?& ($-& </& ,32& /2("& @AAA?&
nearly every text of human knowledge will exist in electronic form. Heidegger sensed, with
anguish, that his works would one day come to
light in a world of scholarship that had grown
alien to the meditative pathways that nurtured
3# &,3*!%3, 0&B$&4576?&32& (:&(&"# #$%&="2 ,&*+&
information suspected, might soon swallow
his own writings:

taposition, an abstraction under the heading
“the question of technology.” What my hands
held was not an abstract treatise but a concrete, oxymoronic fact. Heidegger speculated on an all-enframing Gestell (technological
system), ominous and threatening, but an abstraction looming like a metaphysical sphinx,
terrorizing thought with a puzzling lack of
82=#;=#,/0&H*:&32"2&:( &=*'8!,2"&,2),&=*$cretely manifesting that abstraction. The stack
of printouts highlighted both the inevitability
of a technologically informed scholarship and
the soundness of Heidegger’s fears that his
work would soon become an object of technological scrutiny. Heidegger was now on computer. The question of technology had become
the question about how to go about studying
Heidegger.
I! ,& :3(,& :2"2& ,32& 82=#;=& -($%2" & *+& =*'puters? At that time, the main philosophical
answer to this question was what I call the
computer as opponent. In this approach the
computer appears as a rival intelligence that
challenges the human being to a contest.
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In the essay “The Age of the World Picture,”
Heidegger unearthed seeds planted by seventeenth-century Cartesian philosophy which
would blossom today as science merges with
computer science.3 The computer began to
appear indirectly in Heidegger’s mid-century
writings as he took up the theme of calculative
versus meditative thinking, for the computer
was to become the supreme calculator.
C32& ;" ,& ,#'2& B& "($& (="* & ,32& =*$D!$=,#*$& *+&
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Joseph Kockelmans returned from giving seminars in Europe. While in Trier, he made the
acquaintance of two graduate students, Rainer
Bast and Heinrich Delfosse, who were at the
time breaking new ground in Heidegger studies. Professor Kockelmans showed me some
work from these two students by handing me
a stack of computer paper twenty centimeters
thick. It was a series of computer printouts listing the textual discrepancies among the various German editions of Being and Time. Since
,32&457A ?&,32&=*'8!,2"&($(./ # &*+&,2), &:( &
applied occasionally by humanists but they
used it mainly to detect stylistic differences in
classical works like Homer or Shakespeare.
C32"2& #$& '/& 3($- & .(/& ,32& ;" ,& -# =*';,#$%&
conjunction of Heidegger and computers.
That computer printout eventually became the
book >1.*;30!#N3$# "P'#&'3*)3$#:%.#@14').#
>")*"<<"4&#Q9").#3.#N")'L#published in Stutt%(",&</&E"*''($$F9*.G<**%&#$&45650
Until then, Heidegger and computers had jux-

The Computer as Opponent
B$&456@?&9!<2",&J"2/+! &3(-&=(..2-&(,,2$,#*$&
to the danger of computers. Applying phenomenological analysis, Dreyfus argued that
we must delineate carefully what computers
can and cannot do, lest we become unrealistic about computers and fall into a misunderstanding of the kind of beings we ourselves
are. In R!1'# S%$/3'"4&# S1.T'# U%V4 Dreyfus
observed how mid-twentieth-century culture tended to interpret the human being as
an information-processing system. Researchers spoke of the brain as a heuristically programmed digital computer. Because the brain
is a physical thing, Dreyfus noted, and because
we can metaphorically describe the brain as
“processing information,” we easily slip into
the unexamined dogma that human thinking
operates in formal patterns and that properly programmed computers might be able to
replicate these patterns. If computers could
replicate thought patterns, might we not then
D! ,#;(<./& (/& ,3(,& =*'8!,2" & ,3#$>& *"& 3(K2&
($& (",#;=#(.& #$,2..#%2$=2& LMBNO& P2 2("=3& +!$- &
:2"2&Q*:#$%&#$,*&MB&:32$&J"2/+! &"(# 2-&3# &
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doubts. Dreyfus argued – and continues to ar%!2&#$&3# &45RS&@).*#%:"4#@10!)."5 – that we
delude ourselves if we believe we can create
machines to replicate human thought. Dreyfus
*!%3,&,*&2 ,(<.# 3&,32&.#'#, &*+&(",#;=#(.&#$,2.ligence, and he saw the computer as a metaphysical opponent.
Most philosophical reasoning about comput2" & ,#..& '*K2 & :#,3#$& ,32& $(""*:& =*$;$2 & *+&
(",#;=#(.& #$,2..#%2$=2?& ,32& =*'8!,2"& ( & *88*nent: Is it possible for computers to think? Can
3!'($& '2$,(.& ($-& 82"=28,!(.& 8"*=2 2 & ;,&
the formulas of digital programs? How far can
computers advance in simulating or surpassing human reasoning? Such are the questions
that held, and still hold, the attention of philosophers from Hubert Dreyfus to John Searle.
This line of inquiry goes only a short distance
in exploring the existential questions raised
by the conjunction of Heidegger and computers. The Computer Opponent line takes for its
paradigm the chess match. More combative
than the Turing test, the chess board places
the human in a duel with the computer, the
winner claiming superior intelligence. The
game paradigm ensures that the relationship
remains antagonistic. The combative paradigm
still holds sway over the popular imagination,
the human-versus-the-machine contest, with a
winner/loser outcome.
J"2/+! &;" ,&=*$$2=,2-&92#-2%%2"&:#,3&=*'puters by working within this model. Observ#$%& ($& !$<*!$-2-& 2$,3! #( '& +*"& (",#;=#(.&
intelligence research, Dreyfus drew on Heidegger’s critique of technology to set limits on
,32& >#$-& *+& "2 2("=3& ,3(,& -2;$2 & ,32& 3!'($&
mind as an information processor. Dreyfus
challenged the very idea that a chess-playing
8"*%"('&T*+&($/& #%$#;=($=2U&=*!.-&<2&<!#.,?&
and in 1965 he published a paper equating
TM.=32'/&($-&M",#;=#(.&B$,2..#%2$=20U&C3# &"!+Q2-&,32&MB&"2 2("=32" &($-&,32/&,**>&J"2/+! &
!8& *$& 3# & =3(..2$%20& B$& 4576?& VBC& "2 2("=3ers confronted Dreyfus with a computer chess
program named MacHack. To the delight of the
AI community, Dreyfus lost to the computer
in a public match.6 Later, in What Computers
Can’t Do, Dreyfus explained his philosophical
point, namely, that he was concerned not with
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generic predictions but with the underlying
=*'8("# *$&,3(,&3( ,#./&#-2$,#;2 &#$,2..#%2$=2&
with formal patterns or algorithms.
Dreyfus sharpened Heidegger’s technology
critique by focusing on the formal patterns that
computers use. Because software programs run
by explicitly stated instructions, the computer
works on a level of intelligibility that Heidegger characterizes as derived and not primordi(.0&E*"'(.&8(,,2"$ &8"*=2 &"2(.#,/&<!,&;.,2"&#,&
,3"*!%3&,32& ="22$&*+&.!=#-#,/0&W3(,&+(#. &,*&;,&
the patterns gets lost in the process, even if we
try to re-introduce the unknown into our interpretations. The tendency to interpret reality
as essentially lucid or representable goes back
to Plato, according to Heidegger’s early reading of Plato (I+1'%.&#A"!4"#:%.#*"4#R1!4!")').
Dreyfus sees in the computer, in the claims of
(",#;=#(.F#$,2..#%2$=2&"2 2("=32" ?&,32&(8*,32*sis of metaphysics. Plato postulated the Good
as subsistent in itself. The Good, the agathon,
energizes the forms of things, making them
,(<.2&($-& 2.+F=*$ # ,2$,0&X*&,**&(",#;=#(.&#$telligence research – at least in one of its early
phases – postulates formal patterns as the beall and end-all of intelligence. (Much recent
AI research is turning away from the priority of
formal algorithms and looks to “fuzzy logics.”)
Dreyfus applied Heidegger’s critique of technology to computers, but he conceived the
=*'8!,2"& ,**& $(""*:./& ( & ($& (",#;=#(.F#$,2..#gence device. He saw the computer only as
*88*$2$,0&12,&,32&*88* #,#*$&*+&=*'8!,2"&($-&
mind/brain remains, as Heidegger would say,
ontic rather than ontological. The two terms,
mind/brain and computer/program, refer to
<2#$% ?& ,*& -2;$#,2& 2$,#,#2 & :#,3#$& ,32& :*".-0&
We can compare and research the nature of
these entities. We can investigate the causes
of their operations, sizing up their powers and
limitations, but still we treat them as beings, as
entities delimited by their respective natures.
The mind-versus-computer question is not
ontological. Nor is it existential. Whether or
not the computer could in principle outsmart
the mind or simulate consciousness, however
intriguing a question, does not touch what is
happening to us through computerization. The
chess paradigm distracts us from the present
issue, because it makes us construe our rela-

Instead, technology enters the inmost recesses of human existence, transforming the way
we know and think and will. Technology is,
in essence, a mode of human existence, and
:2&=*!.-&$*,&(88"2=#(,2&#, &'2$,(.&#$;.,"(,#*$&
until the computer became a major cultural
phenomenon.
M."2(-/& #$& 45S6& 92#-2%%2"& $*,#=2-& ,32& -"#K2&
for technological mastery pushing into the human interior where thought and reality meet
in language. In his essay on Hebel, he wrote:

tionship to computers as confrontational rather than collaborative.
The Computer as Component
Very different from the computer as opponent
is the computer as component. The computer
has become an ingredient in human knowing. Instead confronting a potential rival, we
;$-& *!" 2.K2 & #$,2"+(=#$%& :#,3& =*'8!,2" 0&
Computers are woven into the fabric of everyday life, and they have become an important
thread in the texture of Western civilization.
Our daily reliance on computers affects the
way our culture proceeds, in everything from
architecture to zoology. Instead of regarding
computers as opponents, we collaborate with
computers. Increasingly rare is a computer-free
stance from which to regard the computer as
a separate device. Even the research and development at major corporations is now mov#$%& (:(/& +"*'& (",#;=#(.& #$,2..#%2$=2& "2 2("=3?&
where the computer functions separately, to
research on the human/computer symbiosis,
including information environments which
augment human bodily perception and create
“virtual realities.”6 While we may legitimately
inquire into the power wielded by computers
independently of humans, the existential ontological question really cuts in a different and
deeper direction than AI. As we now live and
work with computers in our writing, building,
banking, drawing, and so forth, how does our
reality change? As Heidegger might put it,
What is the meaning of this intimate connection of Being with computers? When he pondered technology as our destiny, Heidegger
seemed to have had something in mind more
intimidating than an external challenge to our
dignity as human beings. What Heidegger saw
was something even more sinister than a revolt
of the machines.
What Heidegger called “the essence of tech$*.*%/U& #$;.,"(,2 & 3!'($& 2)# ,2$=2& '*"2& #$timately than anything humans could create.
The danger of technology lies in the transformation of the human being by which human
actions and aspirations are fundamentally distorted. Not that machines can run amuck, nor
even that we might misunderstand ourselves
through a faulty comparison with machines.
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is still maintained that man is the master of the
language machine. But the truth of the might
("++# ;"# '!1'# '!"# +1.<31<"# $10!)."# '1-"&# +1.guage into its management, and thus masters
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What did Heidegger mean when he referred
to the “language machine” (Sprachmaschine)?
He did not say “computer” – the only computers around then were huge mainframes like
,32& YHBZM[& :3#=3& ;..2-& 2K2"(.& "**' & ($-&
performed only numerical calculations. Could
:2?& ,:2$,/F;K2& /2(" & .(,2"?& ,"($ .(,2& :3(,&
Heidegger meant by using the English term
«computer» instead of “language machine?”
B$& ,32& 2("./& 45RA\ & B& "($& #$,*& ,32& '2($#$%& *+&
.($%!(%2& '(=3#$2& D! ,& ( & B& :( & ;$# 3#$%& ,32&
translation of another book by Heidegger, The
Metaphysical Foundations of Logic. The translation required a lot of detailed organization,
since the main body of the text includes extensive citations in Latin, French, and Greek. As a
scholarly publication, the text had not only to
render but also to preserve many of the references in their original languages. The translation required laborious cross-referencing with
other texts and other English translations. Index cards and cut-and-paste scraps swamped
my kitchen table. Perseverance was all. The
work took me more than two years. Then, just
( &B&;$# 32-&,/8#$%&,32&,3#"-&($-&;$(.&-"(+,&*+&
the translation, I discovered the language machine, the connection between Heidegger and
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draft of the translation, I installed my own personal computer for word-processing. Imagine
my mixed feelings when I came to realize that
the two years of labor on the translation would
have amounted to no more than one year if I
had used a computer to handle the text and
references. The meaning of language machine
began to take shape in my mind.
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First Steps, M. BENEDIKT, Cambridge, MIT Press, 1991. The
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